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Has it felt like happiness offers eluded you? your projects, your money, the body, your love
romantic relationship, your concept of yourself, your interactions with other people, even how you
think about the world.s time and energy to take The Journey to Happy. to happy, blessed with
monetary abundance, down to her ideal weight (in 5 weeks - without dieting! to consider you from
unhappy to ecstatic in every area of your life. Utilizing the 9 Stepping Stones, you’ll have the ability
to switch every area of your life around in 30 days – If so, maybe it’ Are you ready to walk the
road?) and carrying it out of her dreams with Sedona Soul Adventures. Get all of the tools you need
for every area of your daily life, by learning about and embracing the idea that “In The Trip to
Happy, Debra Stangl, founder of Sedona Soul Adventures, recounts how she went from as an
unhappy, consumed with stress divorce attorney who was simply $50K with debt and 40 pounds
overweight … Then she gives you the various tools – the 9 Stepping Stones –THERE IS NOTHING
Wrong”
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This is an extremely practical guide that is an easy task to implement into your own situation
Debra's story of personal transformation from her profession as a burned out divorce lawyer
compared to that of an owner of a successful spiritual retreat business is quite familiar to me
personally. She is able to attract on her behalf years of study, use numerous substitute
practitioners, and her personal soul searching to write a very practical, step by step instruction to
changing your life.”- Jane Schafer, Aurora, Colorado Great Read! That is an extremely practical
guide that's easy to implement into your own situation. Great read! Plenty of good stuff within!Betty
Ann Dean but so far I like what I have read We haven't finished reading the book yet, but up to
now I like what I've read. You have to be open to allowing the universe in. The only negative are the
plugs on her behalf business, but It's not too repetitive. And since I do not need that burden, I am
smiling more, which is always a good thing.. There is also a "Love my own body" meditation that I
have downloaded free of charge and am listening to every night. Once you sign up on her site,
however, be ready to get emails almost every day time. and when you understand that everything
is okay. I am not prepared to take that next step, but when I am I'll consider going to her place in
Sedona. Powerful. This little book is powerful. Existence changing. It works similarly for individuals or
lovers..! read this publication and recognize that in the grand scheme, everything you think IS... They
started out OK, but now it's learning to be a plug on her behalf company... there truly is NOTHING
incorrect! Well. There are some QR codes and links in the publication to online components, and I
have already been receiving Debra's emails. Keepin' it real This book is my head to when I need just
a little pick me up. life do get more bearable.. Clear, Basic, Powerful -- accessible and profound
simultaneously I was really struck by the simplicity and clarity of the suggestions in this book.I am
actually considering a retreat to Sedona as stated in this book, because this reserve was sooo
good. A Journey THAT MAY Make A Huge Difference Great self help publication! Since Debra and I
worked well together and were good friends in her pre Sedona times I can vouch for the accuracy
of her account of the condition of her happiness, marriage and frustrations at that time in her life.
My jaw dropped the day she told me she was giving up a very successful regulation practice and
moving to Sedona. The transformation which has taken place in her existence is amazing! She really
did discover how to "trip to content" and does an excellent job of sharing how to get there. It's a
straightforward to read reserve; I can picture her saying every term as I read it and there are
wonderful concepts and useful exercises which are truly helpful. The timing couldn't have already
been better since it also helped me fulfill some new trials in my own life with equanimity, and also
helps me enjoy consuming what I needed without any guilt! “This book is just a little miracle” “I
recommend this book for all those seeking to change their . precisely what is necessary in today’s
globe: a practical, hands-on publication that helps one recognize that there really is Nothing is
Wrong with Them (or other people for example). Many thanks Debra for your phenomenal work.
“This book is a little miracle”“I recommend this book for all people wanting to change their life for the
better. Well up to now I'm speaking generally. If you always feel stuck, like nothing is good in your
life. Abandoning our old belief structures is certainly nothing short of terrifying for most of us. Her
approach that "nothing is wrong with your life" draws on some fundamental tools such as for
example examination of your personal history and impact of your parents, your character type as
uncovered by the enneagram, and using gratitude as a basis for change. So simple therefore
powerful!. I have a new relationship with my own body. We teach very similar spiritual principles and
have seen amazing outcomes with people and ourselves! Kudos to Debra for posting her personal
trip to happy so everyone can take this journey with her. Debra's honesty in revealing her own story
as a "genuine" person was very attractive to me and supplied me with some fresh tools to use to
my very own life. Moving to an increased level I so enjoyed this reserve. I learned so very much



from it, specifically chapter 5. Debra shares in that simple and authentic way 9 powerful methods to
be happy. Personally i think strongly that my fat will finally become dealt by the basic principle of
love.. I am glad God delivered your to bless us.. I will recommend this small gem to close friends
who want to find out more about themselves. The concept of "There is nothing Wrong" in fact helps
me decrease my tension and detaches me from unpleasant situations. I recommend it! It is also very
accessible.. But as it says, simple will not mean easy. On the other hand, the shift that is required to
adopt the idea that "there is nothing wrong" requires the courage of a whole new outlook. This
publication is just a little miracle…just waiting to transform lives. You can find practical and easy ways
presented which can be done by anyone to find peace and self like and understanding. But I'll also
share that some of the exercises--from analyzing my parents sights on money, interactions and the
world--to tapping--were immediately beneficial to me. And revelatory. Browse, enjoy, and grow! In a
nutshell, I think it's an essential book, for me and people generally.! Nothing Is Wrong With ______
(fill in the blank) is excellent! Fabulous.... ESSENTIAL Read Great, readable book with practical
guidance and ... Great, readable book with practical suggestions and advice that can be easily
incorporated into everyday life to improve the product quality and positivity of your ideas and, in
convert, your life. The QR codes and brief videos are accessible and are an excellent supplement to
the book. The author has an amazing personal tale and is an inspiration and inspiration for those of
us beginning or amid our own personal growth or spiritual journeys. Highly recommended read! Five
Stars A wonderful reserve to assist you enjoy your life's journey Highly Recommended! Great
publication! Looooved it!
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